Character List

[Director’s notes]

[These characters are broad, almost cartoons of themselves, yet they are always to be
played with truth. Each character has a very specific point of view, and though the action
and dialogue is heightened, the characters and the actors must always stay grounded]
Martin (Grandpa OR Grandma) Vanderhoff: Thirtyfive years ago Grandpa walked away from
a successful business career in order to be able to do whatever he wanted, whenever he
wanted. Clearly the patriarch of his clan, Grandpa has imparted this infectious philosophy of
personal happiness above all else, not only to his own progeny, but also to numerous others,
such as Mr. De Pinna, who have happened to cross his path. [Strong, confident, always in
control of the situation. Should have a big personality but also is one of the most
grounded characters in the play.]
Penelope (Penny) Sycamore: Grandpa’s daughter, and heir to his ideal of carefree happiness,
Penny spends much of her time writing plays, because a typewriter was delivered to the house
by accident eight years previously. [Charming, Quickwitted, confident but a little nutty. The
actress will need to bring a lot of fun to the role.]
Paul Sycamore: Penny’s husband, Paul apparently gave up a planned career as an architect to
buy into Grandpa’s way of life. Paul’s major activities include making fireworks and building
mechano models. [Kind and warm, but very aloof. A sharp contrast to Penny.]
Essie Carmichael: Penny and Paul’s daughter, Essie has spent the last eight years studying
ballet with Kolenkhov, apparently without displaying any talent or attaining any level of proficiency.
Her only source of income is making and distributing homemade candy. She and her husband
Ed are considering having a baby, pending Grandpa’s approval. [Cooky. Rather slow. Must be
comfortable dancing awkwardly.]
Ed Carmichael: Essie’s husband, Ed helps Essie distribute candy, prints various circulars on
his printing press, and plays the xylophone. [The male counterpart to Essie. Prefer someone
who plays one or more instruments.]
Alice Sycamore: Penny and Paul’s daughter, Alice is the only member of the family to be
gainfully employed outside the house and in regular contact with outside society, working for Mr.
Kirby at Kirby & Co. Although she loves her family dearly, she is also sometimes frustrated or
embarrassed by their absentmindedness and unconventionality. [The ingenue, Juliet to
Tony’s Romeo. Sincere, bright, and the most normal person on the stage.]
Anthony (Tony) Kirby, Jr.: The son of Mr. and Mrs. Kirby, Tony is the Vice President of Kirby &
Co., a position that he has only held for a short while, as he is young and a recent college
graduate. Madly in love with Alice, he clearly chafes against the boredom of the life his father

has scripted for him. [Romeo. Alice’s boyfriend but also the son of her employer. Sincere,
and truly loves Alice.]
Anthony Kirby, Sr.: Mr. Kirby runs a successful business on Wall Street. Conservative in his
views, and a member of numerous social clubs, Mr. Kirby values his position and his social
status. As a young man, however, he had other dreams. [Overly conservative. Stuffed
shirt.]
Miriam Kirby: Outwardly conservative like her husband, Mrs. Kirby also seems to conceal a
discontent with the monotony of her life. [The female counterpart to Kirby Sr. Very serious,
does not have much of a sense of humor.]
Rheba: The Vanderhoff family’s maid, most of the time Rheba is treated by them more as a
member of the family or a trusted confidant than as a servant. [African American. Also a very
normal person, does her job effortlessly and is a perfect fit for this crazy family.]
Donald: Rheba’s boyfriend, Donald is also an intimate member of the Vanderhoff family’s inner
circle. Although he is on government relief, he also does odd jobs for the family. [African
American. Very genuine and a very good person, would do anything for the family without
much complaint.]
Mr. De Pinna: Mr. De Pinna came to the Vanderhoff house eight years ago to deliver ice and
has been there ever since. He assists Paul with his firework experiments and generally assists
Grandpa and his family as needed. [If Paul is aloof, De Pinna is just plain dim.]
Boris Kolenkhov: Essie’s ballet instructor and an intimate friend of Grandpa Vanderhoff,
Kolenkhov still keeps in touch with friends in his native Russia. Through his friendships with
displaced Russian nobility, he demonstrates his nostalgia for preRevolutionary czarist Russia.
[A larger than life character. Takes over the stage at every opportunity, and a very warm
soul. Could be cast as female.]
Willie C. Henderson: A staunch government woman from the Internal Revenue Department,
Henderson has been dispatched to collect twentyfour years worth of back income taxes from
Grandpa Vanderhoff. (Also doubles as one of the Men in Act II) [A very serious, stern person,
whose strict demeanor is a huge contrast to the family.]
Grand Duchess Olga Katrina: The former Grand Duchess and cousin to the former Russian
Czar, Olga Katrina now waits tables at Childs’ Restaurant in Times Square and reminisces with
Kolenkhov about preRevolutionary Russia. [The regal version of Boris. Very grand and
over the top.]

